Buttplate, Acanthus leaf ................... #BP-Jaeg-21-B or I
Used on a fancy Jaeger hunting rifle, the comb of this buttplate is asymmetric, in shape of an acanthus leaf, a popular baroque motif. Polish the comb and engrave it with baroque or roccoco shells, scrolls or foliage. A few simple lines are typical of early American folk art engraving.

This buttplate would serve on an elegant transitional longrifle, or on a long fowler with Germanic features. The long comb can be shortened or reshaped to create other styles, although our #BP-Jaeg-4 is intentionally made with a blank comb for that purpose.

This buttplate is pre-inlet into our acanthus leaf style Jaeger rifle stock. Our #TG-Jaeg-22 has matching finials.

#BP-Jaeg-21-B buttplate, wax cast brass only $29.99
#BP-Jaeg-21-I buttplate, wax cast steel only $21.99

Buttplate, A. Verner style, brass ...........#BP-Verner-1-B
This long buttplate with a slight curve and distinct octagon flats at the top, is used on our A. Verner longrifle stock. Sometimes called the “Buck’s County” school of style, others call this the “Allentown-Bethlehem” style.

Wax cast brass, this buttplate requires minor polishing and deburring before installation. Typically, a rifle fitted with this buttplate will have a large early flint lock, and might have a side opening brass or nickel silver patchbox.

#BP-Verner-1-B buttplate, wax cast brass only $27.50
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Selecting buttplates can be difficult, even when they are shown full size in several views. Order with confidence. We offer a full refund on any part returned postpaid. Please make any returns within 10 days. Postage is your only risk. Return unmodified parts only. After bending, filing, drilling, or polishing, modified parts are not returnable.